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Abstract
We present an approach to improve individual and self-regulated learning in group assignments. We
focus on supporting individual reflection by providing feedback through a conversational system. Our
approach leverages machine learning techniques to recognize concepts in student utterances and combines
them with knowledge representation to infer the student’s understanding of an assignment’s cognitive
requirements. The conversational agent conducts end-to-end conversations with the students and prompts
them to reflect and improve their understanding of an assignment. The conversational agent not only
triggers reflection but also encourages explanations for partial solutions.
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1. Introduction
Group assignments are common practice in higher education because of their high learning
efficiency [1] – students can learn from each other, and teachers have less workload in coaching
and giving feedback than individual assignments. Besides efficiency, another benefit of group
work is students’ ability to acquire team-working skills – such as resolving conflicts or giving
and receiving help – that they will need in their career. Finally, students working in groups are
frequently observed to motivate each other, build on each others’ ideas, and gain self-esteem [2].
However, as pointed out by Webb [2], various less desirable practices may arise when students
work on group assignments, some of which will result in suboptimal learning progress. Many
of these problems depend on how students are evaluated: if the assessment focuses on a group’s
productivity, i.e., the quality of the outcome, groups often divide the work to be more efficient.
Helping each other and sharing knowledge are then considered inefficient. Students who are less
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keen to receive an outstanding grade may also rely on their colleagues and contribute little (“free
riders” [3]). Consequently, students often acquire only a few and specialized knowledge.
Solutions proposed for this problem range from group formation approaches [3, 2] over hybrid forms of group-individual tasks [4] where students must mark their contributions to other
variants of assessment that encourage true teamwork, knowledge sharing, and, above all, taking
responsibility for one’s learning [2].
Our goal is to introduce a novel approach of fostering individual and self-regulated learning in
group assignments. According to English and Kitsantas [5], who study the relationship between
problem-/project-based learning (PBL) and self-regulated learning (SRL), as depicted in Figure
1, reflection – as a final stage in PBL – helps students to become aware of new knowledge
acquired in the project, or, in some cases, of knowledge gaps. The teacher should actively support
reflection processes: there is evidence that, if teachers skip this final phase, students tend to learn
less [6].

Figure 1: Relationships between PBL and SRL, taken from English and Kitsantas [5]
.

Since there is very clear evidence that individual feedback is superior to group feedback in
collaborative learning environments [7], we aim at supporting individual reflection. Because of
teachers’ limited availability, we want to deliver feedback and questions for reflection in an
automated way through a conversational system.
The challenges for constructing such a conversational system are manifold: on the one hand,
the system needs to have domain knowledge regarding the assignments that students are solving and knowledge about effective didactic reflection strategies. On the other hand, the system

should react to various ways of how students express themselves and respond with clear and
human-like sentences. We believe that the challenges require a combination of explicit knowledge (domain and didactic) with machine-learned, implicit knowledge (language understanding
and expressiveness).
Therefore, we will demonstrate in Section 3 how domain knowledge can be elicited from
teachers and represented in a tree-like structure that reflects the domain’s conceptual relations
and, above all, “top-down” solution strategies. Didactic considerations regarding reflection will
be incorporated into a dialog management strategy that not only asks how tasks and subtasks
were solved but also challenges students to justify their choices, see Section 4. We have implemented the system and will illustrate the ideas with an example dialog. We call our conversational system, the Digital Self-Study Assistant (DSSA). Finally, we present strategies for
machine learning-based natural language understanding and generation and how it will be combined with the knowledge-engineered system once enough training data has been acquired (see
Section 5).

2. Related Work
In this section, we describe common approaches to design and implement conversational systems, followed by a discussion about conversational agents in education, specifically in the domain of ITS.

2.1. Conversational AI
A conversational system, also referred to as an agent, typically consists of a Natural Language
Understanding (NLU) component to interpret the user’s utterances, a Dialog Management (DM)
component to remember the state of the conversation and identify the next action, and a Natural
Language Generation (NLG) component to respond to the user [8, 9].
The literature distinguishes conversational agents as task-oriented, where the dialog system
assists users in achieving specific goals [10], or non-task-oriented, which are general-purpose
dialog agents and carry out conversations in the form of chitchat [11]. The latter are also called
chatbots, although the term may be used broadly to represent a conversational agent in general.
Conversational agents in education usually fall into the category of task-oriented dialog agents
that are designed around frames. A frame-based dialog system uses slots representing domainspecific information in the form of intents and entities identified from the user’s utterances and
indicating what a system needs to know [12]. A common and still prevalent approach to slot
filling is to use handcrafted rules [12, 9, 13].
Tracking the state of the conversation is also a crucial task in conversational agents, as it determines the next action depending upon the history of the conversation. This functionality is
handled in different ways in the literature as well as in commercial conversational agent tools.
For instance, Dialogflow [14] uses the concept of contexts to remember the state of the conversation and control the flow of the conversation. Rasa Core [15], on the other hand, maintains
a stateful tracker object for every conversation and stores corresponding slots and events. Approaches for dialog management follow handcrafted rules as well as probabilistic learning [9].

The response generation in conversational agents also follows different techniques and can
be retrieval-based or generative-based [16]. Most existing conversational agents are retrievalbased and generate responses using templates, where templates are predefined to hold variable
information in the form of slots [12]. On the other hand, generative-based conversational agents
are trained on vast amounts of end-to-end conversations and generate new responses using neural
approaches [10].
Since both, rule-based and probabilistic/data-driven approaches have their drawbacks, hybrid
approaches combine the two in one or more components of the dialog system to improve conversations in conversational agents [15, 17, 18].

2.2. Chatbots in Education
Chatbots in education have been popular already for a few years [19] since they offer a natural
type of interaction to students to express themselves without fear of getting judged.
Application of conversational systems in e-learning encompasses diverse types of interaction
such as being a counterpart in language learning [20], delivery of quizzes [21], triggering and
steering student discussions in collaborative learning settings [22] or learning assistance by answering students’ questions [23].
Conversational systems acting like human tutors in problem-based learning have been studied
as well [24, 25]. In that context, it was found already very early that students learn better when
a conversational system encourages them to explain answers (e.g., in mathematics [26]).
How to best represent domain knowledge has been studied extensively in the domain of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). The type of representation often goes hand in hand with tutoring
strategies, especially student solutions assessment.
For instance, so-called model-tracing approaches (e.g., as mentioned by Aleven [27]) model
a correct solution to a given task and then measure a student’s deviation from it.
For so-called ill-defined domains [28] (see also Section 3 below), acceptable solutions can be
quite different from each other. Here, constraint-based modeling fits better, where all solutions
are accepted that does not violate a set of predefined constraints.
Besides assessment, models of domain knowledge can also be used to generate questions,
e.g., in conversational ITS. For instance, [29] use concept maps consisting of triples (which
correspond to edges in a knowledge graph) and generate questions from them.
The question of how to use conversational ITS to trigger student reflection is less intensely
studied. However, it has been shown that students’ self-explanation improves learning outcomes,
and that reflection and feedback could be essential building blocks in supporting students’ selfregulated learning [30].
Our specific contribution in this context is the introduction of reflective dialog into group settings, specifically fostering individual reflection about collaborative work outcomes. We introduce a self-explanation mechanism that fits well for problem-based learning, e.g., in the domain
of business information systems – we show how domain models that recursively decompose
problems into sub-tasks can be used not only to discuss solutions “top-down”, but also to encourage explanations for partial solutions.

3. Modeling domain knowledge: a hierarchical approach
As explained in the Introduction, we would like to build a conversational system that supports reflection about group assignments in the general domain of Business Information Systems (BIS).
In Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), researchers have introduced the concept of “ill-defined
domains” [31], characterized by the existence of multiple, sometimes even controversial solutions to a task which might all be considered “correct”. While there can often be a wide range
of “correct” solutions, acceptable solutions usually need to fulfil certain constraints – which is
why ITS in ill-defined domains often rely on constraint checking for assessment [32].
The domain of BIS can be considered to be ill-defined in the above sense because of its
typical tasks: in BIS, students frequently have to analyze situations (“cases”), relying on usually
incomplete information – a typical property of an ill-defined task [28]. Based on the analysis of
the situation and an understanding of the requirements involved in it, BIS students usually need
to design a solution – a creative task that [28] also classify as ill-defined.
We have analyzed a range of tasks in the BIS domain and found the following subtasks to be
frequent:
• Requirements analysis: given the description of a case, students need to identify and name
the needs of business stakeholders
• Selection of functionalities: based on a set of available standard functionalities, students
need to select those that will best satisfy the stakeholder needs.
• (Technical) configuration: while many BIS tasks do not require programming, there is
usually a step where (technical) components realizing the functionalities as mentioned
above need to be configured and combined.
While some of the above steps are shared with the process of software engineering, they can also
be found in tasks that do not involve the design of software artifacts.
In fact, in some tasks, we found only some of these subtasks (e.g., some tasks skip the requirement analysis), or even different ones, but the principle of decomposition of tasks into subtasks
was always present. We could identify it even when the teacher who had formulated the task did
not make the principle explicit or was not fully aware of it. We will call it a “top-down” approach
to solving BIS assignments and will show how to represent it with tree-like structures in the next
section.

3.1. Graphical representation
A “top-down” solution to a student assignment in the BIS domain can be represented as a tree,
where the root of the tree represents the entire assignment, and the branches at each level represent a way of decomposing the current subtask into further sub-subtasks.
We refer to the edges in this tree as “statements”. Inspired by the triples used in semantic
technologies such as RDF [33], a statement is defined as a triple (𝑆, 𝑃, 𝑂), consisting of
• A subject 𝑆 which represents the current (sub-)task 𝑇 to be solved.

• A predicate 𝑃 that stands for a typical activity done to solve 𝑇
• An object 𝑂 which represents an element 𝐸 of a solution for 𝑇 . For instance, if 𝑇 is a
stakeholder requirement, 𝐸 can be a functionality of an information system that helps to
satisfy 𝑇 .

Figure 2: A general pattern for domain trees and an example tree model for the domain of
enterprise search

This general pattern is illustrated on the left side of Figure 2, where the upper part contains
a statement representing the identification of a requirement and the lower part shows how the
requirement can be satisfied by two possible solution elements.
On the right side of Figure 2, an example snippet of a tree from the enterprise search domain
is shown, including two statements. The assignment consists of configuring a search engine to
support searching for persons. The top node in this subtree represents the need for a stakeholder
to constrain the search to persons who are internal to the organization (“FHNW”, in this case).
The predicate and object of the upper statement define the solution of adding a “person type
facet” to the search interface. The lower statement states that such a facet can be realized via a
person type metadata field.
Several options can be used to encode further knowledge:
• Each node in the tree can have synonyms, separated by slashes (“/”), e.g. “select/choose”.
• Below the name of a predicate the teacher can insert so-called prompts. These are questions or hints that should help students when they either fail to explain a solution by

mentioning the object (“How” prompts) or to justify a chosen solution by referring to the
subject (“Why” prompts). See Section 4 for more details.
• Objects of a statement can be marked as mandatory with an asterisk (“*”), as it has been
done for solution element X on the left side of Figure 2.
The last of these options can be used to produce entire branches of the tree, which are optional,
i.e., that will only be discussed if the student mentions them. In general, students can mention,
e.g., solution elements that go beyond the tree model, without being judged about it. This is
intended, our aim being to trigger reflection about a chosen solution, not to judge the correctness
of elements. However, students will always be asked for branches that are marked as mandatory,
i.e., it is possible to enforce discussion about certain essential solution elements.

3.2. Ontology representation
We transform the graphical representation of the student assignments into an ontological representation of the domain concepts, the object properties, the “statements” and the prompts using
a custom parser.
The knowledge base of the DSSA is developed as an ontology in RDFS [34] and in the Shapes
Constraint Language (SHACL) [35]. The custom parser helps to adopt a model-driven approach
to automate the generation of ontology elements, which, otherwise, would require a considerable
knowledge engineering effort.
The subjects and objects classes are declared in the didactics domain, while their individuals are declared in dedicated tutoring domains as elements, e.g., digitag:BeautifulPicture, digibp:ServiceTask, where “digitag” and “digibp” represent the tutoring domains of the student
assignments. Predicates (e.g., digitag:isDrawnBy) are declared as object properties having the
subjects and objects as domains and ranges. An example of a “statement” is as shown below:
digitag:Statement_1
rdf:type didactics:Statement ;
didactics:subject digitag:BeautifulPicture ;
didactics:predicate digitag:isDrawnBy ;
didactics:object digitag:Flower ;
didactics:object digitag:Meadow ;
dssa:StatementHasHowPrompt digitag:Prompt_1 ;
.
A SHACL NodeShape is used to constrain the definition of a statement to have exactly one
subject, at least one object and exactly one predicate. SHACL rules are also declared in the
NodeShape to automatically infer the status as “active-subject” or “active-object” (see Section
4 for further explanation). These SHACL rules infer new knowledge using SPARQL queries
defined with sh:SPARQLRule, namely, which “statements” have been entirely or partially included in the students’ utterances, the expected domain concepts and the prompts in the case of
partial statements. The inferred knowledge is utilized in the dialog management to decide the
next action and response.

4. Dialog management
How should students reflect on typical BIS tasks? As we have seen in Section 3.1 above, a
top-down approach to solving BIS assignments leads to a tree-like structure (see Figure 2). We
believe that, starting at any position in such a tree, students should be able to reflect on their
knowledge in both directions, namely
1. “downwards”, by explaining how to solve the current subtask by decomposing it into
further subtasks – e.g., by naming a functionality that will help to satisfy a particular
requirement – and
2. “upwards”, by justifying why the current subtask is necessary and why it solves its predecessor in the tree – e.g., by justifying a chosen functionality in terms of the requirement(s)
that it satisfies.
To trigger these types of reflection, we employ the following dialog management strategies:
• Intent recognition: In our system, intents to be recognized are equal to “statements” and
the nodes in the domain tree represent the slots to be filled in from the student utterances.
In our first prototype of DSSA, we employ a simple entity recognition strategy by creating a custom Named Entity Recognition (NER) tagger, using the CRFClassifier from the
Stanford NLP library [36]. Sample dialogs are used to train the custom NER tagger by
labeling the keywords in the dialogs with the URI of the corresponding nodes in the domain tree. Whenever the keywords used as labels of the domain tree nodes are found in a
student’s utterance, the utterance is annotated with the URI of the corresponding node. In
the future, we plan to extend the annotation and recognition of domain-specific keywords
by applying more sophisticated methods, see Section 5.1.
• Reasoning: Using ontology inferencing based on SHACL rules (see Section 3.2), the
system determines all triples (𝑆, 𝑃, 𝑂) where either the subject 𝑆 has been annotated in
the student’s utterance or the object 𝑂 or both. These triples are henceforth called active.
Triples, where only the subject 𝑆 was mentioned, are called “active-subject”, ones where
only 𝑂 was mentioned “active-object”.
• Generation of questions
– Downward step: For “active-subject” statements, the system generates the following question: “How did you <P><S>?”, where <P> is the active voice of the predicate
𝑃. For instance, if a student mentions the keywords “select” and “internal”, a system
using the right-hand side of Figure 2 as a domain tree will generate the question
“How did you satisfy the need to select internal people?”
– Upward step: For “active-object” statements, the system generates the question
“Why did you use <O>?”. For the example of mentioning the person type facet
in Figure 2, that question will read “Why did you use a person type facet?”
The downward and upward steps correspond to the above-mentioned abilities of students to
find solutions (downward) and justify them (upward). A final part of the dialog management
strategy consists of deciding which question should be asked next. After each student utterance,
the following steps are applied:

1. All newly activated statements 𝑆, 𝑃, 𝑂 will be put on a stack. Thus, the next statement to be
covered will be the one that has last been put on the stack (last-in-first-out, LIFO). “Activesubject” statements are pushed first to the stack, followed by “active-object” statements.
Because of the LIFO principle of the stack, the “active-object” statements are hence retrieved first in step 3.
2. Statements 𝑆, 𝑃, 𝑂 are deleted (while on the stack or before being pushed there) if both 𝑆
and 𝑂 have been mentioned by the student at any point of the conversation. They are then
marked as “covered”.
3. Then, the statement 𝑆, 𝑃, 𝑂 that is currently on top of the stack is retrieved, and questions
are generated. For an “active-subject” statement, which is marked as mandatory, a downward question will be generated automatically as described above. The system keeps a
memory of all questions asked so far – if the question has been asked already, it will try
to retrieve a “how” prompt. If the statement on top of the stack is “active-object” a downward question or “why” prompt will be generated analogously – no matter if the object of
the statement is mandatory or not. If all questions and prompts have been asked already,
the statement will be marked as “given up” and removed from the stack. In this case, this
third step is repeated, i.e., the next statement is fetched from the top of the stack.
4. If there are no more statements on the stack, the system ends the conversation.
The reason for adopting these choices is as follows: When a tutor discusses an assignment
solution with a student, the conversation usually starts with some part of a solution. The tutor
then asks for more details (downward questions). When such an aspect of a solution consists
of several parts – i.e., several branches of a domain tree – it is natural to first finish discussing
about one branch before addressing the next one. This can be realized by using a stack since
it results in a depth-first search of the domain tree (when considering only downward steps). A
breadth-first search would result in jumping between branches all the time.
When a student enters the discussion with some rather detailed part of a solution – i.e., jumps
ahead to a lower part of the domain tree, leaving out some intermediate aspects of a solution –
it is natural to ask an upward question, i.e., to let the student justify the choice in terms of the
intermediate aspects.

4.1. Illustration
In this section, we illustrate the principles described above with an example dialog. We have
chosen a simple task for easy understanding – namely, painting a picture with a green lawn
and a purple flower on it, using only the primary watercolors blue, red, and yellow. The task’s
decomposition is shown on the left side of Figure 3, an example dialog on its right side.
The flow of the conversation shows how the system guides the student to decompose the task.
It first covers the tree’s left branch (drawing the flower), asking how the flower is colored and
how to mix purple.
Since all objects/branches of the tree are mandatory, it then asks “Can you say which other
objects you had to draw” – which is a how prompt attached to the root node. That is, the student
should also cover the right branch of the tree. In this case, however, the student jumps ahead to a
leaf node (“yellow”), which the system answers with a “why” question to get a justification for
the use of yellow.

Figure 3: A toy example of a domain tree and a corresponding conversation

4.2. DSSA Prototype
The prototype of DSSA is decomposed into several components described in previous sections:
• a specification of a modeling language that will help the lecturers to graphically model the
cognitive requirements of their assignments
• a custom parser that translates the tree-like model into DSSA’s knowledge structure
• a dialog manager
• an instance of a chatbot deployed in a Microsoft Teams channel
The components of DSSA were evaluated with different stakeholders including lecturers, students and the members of digital learning team. The feedback, received at different stages, has
been partly incorporated in the prototype and partly planned as future improvements described
in the next section.

5. Learning smoother conversations
Our current approach works quite well with simple assignments. The custom NER tagger annotates simple domain-specific keywords and phrases. However, the capability to identify the
intent from the underlying meaning of the utterance is currently limited. The response generation is retrieval-based using templates. As a result, one can notice that some responses like “Why
did you mix a Yellow?” (see Figure 3) seem awkward. To make the conversations smoother, we
plan to adopt hybrid approaches that will enhance the understanding and the response generation
of DSSA.

5.1. Natural language understanding
In the example in Figure 3, domain concepts can be identified and annotated easily. Although for
more complex domains, there could be several different ways of answering the same question.
In these situations, annotating the domain concepts is not straightforward. For instance, given a
question “Which stakeholders did you identify for this task?” the student might respond – “We
chose internal people at FHNW” or “We chose people who are working internally at FHNW”
or “We chose internal employees of FHNW” (see Figure 2). For each of these utterances, DSSA
should be able to identify the same domain concept. The understanding of DSSA in similar
situations can be improved once we have sufficient training data to identify complex domain
concepts from student utterances.
Our custom annotations can be further enriched by enhancing the NLU pipeline through the
addition of components like Part of Speech (POS) tagger that can identify fine-grained verbs
translating to the predicates in our domain ontology. An additional approach would be to identify
not just the domain concepts, but an entire statement by annotating the subject, predicate, and
object as defined in the domain ontology. Statement annotations would go a long way in relieving
the load of our reasoner, which then would be needed only to infer partial statements from the
student utterances.

5.2. Natural language generation
A popular technique to generate responses in conversational agents is to use sequence to sequence models. Sequence to sequence models are based on neural networks that are well-known
for their requirement of very high training data. However, domain-specific situations usually
have very limited training data and a few approaches have tackled this issue [37, 38]. The training data produced by interacting with DSSA will be very specific to the assignment in a particular
topic and hence quite limited in its overall training capability. Leveraging the domain-specific
concepts in our ontology in combination with a sequence to sequence model similar to [39] can
prove beneficial to train DSSA.

6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we discussed a conversational approach to trigger individual student reflection
regarding group assignments in BIS. The teachers start by modeling the assignment in a tree-like

representation using a top-down approach. The knowledge about the assignments is transferred
from the model into an ontology to represent the key domain concepts and the relationships
between the concepts. We annotate the student utterances in sample dialogs with the URIs of
the domain concepts. The conversational agent DSSA then uses ontology inferencing to verify
the student’s understanding and determine the details that were not covered by the student. The
dialog manager component of DSSA applies this information to determine the next action in the
dialog policy and carries out an end-to-end conversation with the student.
Besides enhancing the conversational ability of DSSA, we also plan to introduce sentiment
and emotion recognition from student utterances. It has been observed that student emotions,
motivation, and cognition are linked to each other [40, 41, 42]. Taking student emotions into
consideration, DSSA can adapt its conversation strategy to focus on specific areas that would
benefit the students by reflecting on their motivation and learning.
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